
DRIVER’S GUIDE
This Driver’s Guide tells you how to drive your vehicle…and how to do the wildest stunts ever! Refer to the included
USER’S MANUAL for important information about the use and maintenance of your vehicle.

BASIC DRIVING

FLIP!

Keep these instructions for future reference: they contain important information.

FORWARD REVERSE LEFT RIGHT
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COOL STUNTS
Your vehicle can do all kinds of amazing stunts…here are a few ideas to get you started. With practice, you’ll be able
to master these cool stunts. And once you start driving your vehicle, you’ll realize it can perform lots of other exciting
stunts! So drive your vehicle, use your imagination, and come up with your own awesome stunts!

Ä Stunt performance will vary depending on the battery charge and the driving surface.

Your vehicle is engineered to do super-cool flips. Push both but-
tons up to drive forward. Once you’re going full speed, quickly
push both transmitter controls down. Your vehicle will do a wild
forward flip!



SPIN!

WING-STAND…AND MORE!

ROLL & BLAST!

Your vehicle can do all kinds of amazing spins. Here are just a
few ideas.

• For a super-fast “basic” 360° spin, just push one control up
and the other control down.

• Your vehicle can spin like a top! Start out with a “basic” 360°
spin. Then, while the vehicle is spinning, push the stunt but-
ton to extend the stunt arm. Your vehicle will go into “top-
spin” mode. After a few seconds, your vehicle will drop onto
its nose…into an awesome vertical 360°!

• Challenge: With some practice, you’ll be able get your vehi-
cle to go back up into the “top-spin.” Keep experimenting
with the transmitter controls – and try raising and lowering
the stunt arm while the vehicle is spinning. You’re in control!
Invent all kinds of amazing spins and stunts!

Your vehicle is engineered to do the wildest rolling, blasting stunts!

• To do a forward roll, start out by pushing both controls up to drive
forward. Once you’re going full speed, push the stunt button to
extend the super stunt arm. Your vehicle will roll forward over and
over! (Just push the stunt button again to retract the stunt arm and
go back to “normal” driving.)

• Challenge: Once you’ve mastered the forward roll, try point-
ing your vehicle at some small, lightweight obstacles – like
toy cones or paper cups. Your vehicle will roll and blast right
through them!

Your vehicle can stand, walk and spin on its rear wing…for amazing
vertical stunts.

• To do a wing-stand, push both controls down to drive in reverse.
While driving in reverse, quickly push both buttons up and release.
With practice, you’ll be able to make your vehicle stand up on its
rear wing.

• Challenge: Once your vehicle is in the wing-stand, try push-
ing both controls forward and releasing them to do a cool
vertical “wing-walk.” Or push one control up and the other
control down for a vertical 360° wing-spin. To slam back
down onto all 4 wheels, just push both controls down.

Ä IMPORTANT DRIVING INFO
Here are some important pro driving tips.

• If your vehicle winds up on its side or back, just “rock” the controls up and down. Most of the time your vehicle
will get back onto its wheels for more stunt action.

• You can push the stunt button any time to extend (or retract) the stunt arm.

• Your vehicle’s special shock absorber is designed to be able to snap off to prevent damage. If the shock
absorber detaches during driving, simply turn the vehicle’s power switch OFF and reattach the shock absorber
as shown in the User’s Manual.

• Your vehicle could leave marks on the wall if it slams against it. Use caution!

• Don’t aim your vehicle at people, animals or fragile objects.
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